Quickoffice ProSelect HD for Good Technology
ProSelect HD and Good Dynamics combine to create secure mobile document editing,
handling, and transmission.

ABOUT QUICKOFFICE®
Looking to offer your employees
a mobile office but worried about
security and data leakage? Good
Technology’s partnership with
Quickoffice, the global leader in
mobile office productivity, allows employees to
access their documents and files on the go—while
giving you peace of mind. Quickoffice applications
are the most widely distributed mobile office
software, and the ProSelect™ HD for Good app
allows your employees to create, view, and edit
Microsoft Word documents, Excel spreadsheets, and
PowerPoint files; and view Adobe PDF files; all on
their iPads.
ProSelect HD for Good is a custom-built mobile
office application specifically designed for use on the
iPad, providing functionality and reliability for mobile
users. ProSelect HD for Good uses powerful visuals
and graphics, making documents and spreadsheets
easy to see and use.

SECURELY WORK ON CORPORATE
DOCUMENTS WHILE ON THE GO
Your mobile workforce is constantly in motion and
wants to be able to download and edit documents on
the go. You want to help your employees stay mobile
and productive while keeping corporate data secure
and protected from hackers, data leaks, and data
loss. ProSelect HD for Good keeps your employees
securely productive.
An employee can open a document in ProSelect HD
for Good; edit and save their document; and securely
e-mail the updated document to their contacts
through Good for Enterprise. (You’ll need to provision
Good for Enterprise on employee devices to use this
functionality.) You won’t have to worry about data
being exposed through a third party application: All
data is secured since cryptography in Good Dynamics
is built on a FIPS 140-2 certified crypto library.

EASILY MANAGED, SECURELY CONTAINED
With ProSelect HD for Good, you can easily
control editing applications through policy-based
management. Select the level of control that allows
flexibility for your employees and uncompromised
security for your corporate data.

It’s easy to set secure policies in the Good Control
management console, which helps you control
your mobile Good Dynamics applications, and
keeps your corporate data secure. You can set
password requirements, detect jailbroken devices,
and prevent cut/copy/paste actions. If necessary,
you can remote-wipe data on a lost or stolen
device. ProSelect HD for Good includes an extra
set of secure design features: Cloud-based sync
and file sharing options have been disabled to
prevent data loss and data exposure. Now you
can offer your employees secure collaboration and
connection tools all while keeping your data safe
and secure in a mobile world.

SIMPLE PROVISIONING, EASY STARTUP
Once you’ve provisioned your employees through
Good Control, they can download the “ProSelect
HD for Good” app from the Apple App Store.
ProSelect HD for Good specifically combines
Quickoffice’s mobility with Good Dynamics’
security. ProSelect HD for Good is activated when
your employee enters their corporate email and
activation code (emailed when you provision your
employee). ProSelect HD for Good downloads
secure policies you’ve set up in the Good Dynamics
management tool, Good Control; your employee
then creates a secure password. It’s that easy.
Once provisioned, mobile employees can easily
and securely collaborate on documents. You don’t
have to worry about confidential data leakage
exposure. Cloud sharing, social network sharing,
and Wifi web browser sharing—
among other functions—are all
disabled, ensuring that confidential
documents and spreadsheets stay
within the application. Your mobile
employees can send and share
files through Good for Enterprise
and in the future, all Good
Dynamics-secured apps. All
local files are encrypted and
securely stored.

Quickoffice® ProSelect HD for Good
GOOD DYNAMICS ARCHITECTURE

Good Dynamics App
App Code
Good Dynamics
Library
Good Dynamics NOC
Enterprise Applications
or Services

Good Control (GC)
Good Proxy (GP)

Cloud Applications
or Services

GOOD DYNAMICS SERVICES
SERVICE
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Secure Storage*

Management and
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Creation of Groups,
Policies
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Push communication between enterprise servers and mobile devices
Two types of secure communication: socket calls (TCP/IP) and web services calls
(HTTP/HTTPS)
Standards-based encryption (ex. AES 192)

Two types of secure storage: encrypted file system (encryption of file content and
names) and encrypted SQLite DB standards-based encryption (ex. AES 192)

Set policies for each application (ex. password length, copy/cut/paste permission, etc.)
Manage every application (e.g., jail-breaking detection, application version
enforcement, etc.)

Initiate and secure user groups, application groups
Apply policies at these levels

* These features are not supported in Quickoffice for Good, as it is a client-only application.

To join the Good Dynamics Partner Program, visit www.good.com/our_partners/index.php.
For more information on Quickoffice, visit quickoffice.com.
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